
Interview Questions
Electrician

Install, maintain, and repair electrical 
wiring, equipment, and fixtures. Ensure 

that work is in accordance with 
relevant codes. May install or service 

street lights, intercom systems, or
electrical control systems.



Describe the largest project you have planned out and installed. 
How do you determine what resources you need for the job?
Tell me a time you made a mistake because of incomplete planning.
What customer information and records do you maintain?

Resource Planning and Time Management

How do you keep your boss informed of your work? What information is important to 
share?
Describe your idea of a great colleague and a terrible colleague.

Teamwork and Communication

Describe a specific job where you sacrificed safety for speed.
How do you ensure you make no mistakes in your repair work?
How do you keep your work area organized?
What would you do if you noticed a crewmember doing something unsafe?
What are the most crucial safety guidelines for electricians?
Are you comfortable with heights and working from a ladder?
How do you test the equipment when installation is complete?

Safety and Compliance

Why did you become an Electrician?
What training / certifications do you have?
What tools do you use in a typical day?
How would you diagnose an electrical system to determine what needs to be repaired?
What would you do if you were assigned a task with incomplete instructions?
Can you describe the most technical issue that you solved?
What details do you look for when reading blueprints?

Technical Skills



“I feel as though I have a ready consultant on my shoulder ready to 
assist and discuss with me any difficult choices that result from the 

results of the testing. They have this area nailed, and I am very 
satisfied and content with the system.”

 

“All of the people I have hired since going through the FACT-based 
Hiring System have been my top performers. The system has greatly 

improved my team!”

“I love the performance management software! It allows me to keep 
track of all my hires and their metrics in one place! We have been able 

to push our hiring process faster than ever before!”

Hire A-Players Every Time You Hire

BOOK YOUR FREE DISCOVERY CALL

Scheduling Link

https://calendly.com/the-hire-talent/meet-with-the-hire-talent

